A CHALLENGE

September and back-to-
school are almost synonymous. Students throughout Thurston
County, Southeast Washington
and the nation are heading back
to classes, homework and the
challenge of learning. Perhaps it's
time you did the same.

The Evergreen State Col-
lege offers you the chance to
study part-time in the evening.
You can work toward your bach-
elor of arts degree, improve your
chances for career advancement,
broaden your personal horizons or
pursue some new intellectual in-
terests just for the sake of grow-
ing.

On the following few pages
you'll find descriptions of part-
time offerings available at Ever-
green Fall Quarter. With these
descriptions comes a commitment
from Evergreen to help you con-
tinue learning, to school your in-
tellect, to think things through
and to apply your learning to the
problems of contemporary life.

On these pages you'll also
find an explanation of how you
can earn your degree at Ever-
green, examples of the ways others
have studied here, and complete
details on costs, class times, reg-
istration procedures, etc.

Read this brochure. See if
Evergreen can offer you a new
challenge this fall. Don't let the
kids be the only ones who learn
something new this year.

REGISTRATION

Registration for Fall Quar-
ter part-time programs begins
September 19 in the Registrar's
Office on the first floor of the
Evans Library. A special "Mini
Academic Fair" will be offered
that evening from 6 to 8 o'clock
to introduce part-time students to
the faculty and to give them a
chance to ask questions about
program offerings. Registration
continues weekdays from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. through October 3.

Classes begin September
26 and end December 16.

CREDIT

All of the Fall Quarter
part-time courses - which Ever-
green calls modules - offer one
unit of Evergreen credit unless
otherwise noted. An Evergreen
unit is equal to four quarter hours
or 1.67 semester hours in other
institutions.

Part-time students may
earn up to two Evergreen units
per quarter; if they register for
more than that, they're considered
full-time students. Students earn
one unit per module. They may
enroll for an additional unit of
credit by signing up for another
module, arranging for an individ-
ual contract with a faculty mem-
ber on a part-time basis, or seek-
ing admission to a coordinated
studies or group contract which
has part-time openings (see pages
7 and 8).

And you can do it all for
less money at Evergreen than you
may think.

HOW MUCH

Seventy-nine dollars for
one unit or $118 for two if you're
a Washington resident. Non-resi-
dents pay $265 for one Evergreen
unit or $396 for two. Full details
on costs are charted for you on
the last page of this brochure.

WHAT ELSE?

For complete informa-
tion on registration, costs, admis-
sions procedures, academic ad-
vising, housing and other aca-
demic support services, turn to
the back section of this brochure.

And, if you've still got
questions after that, call the Ad-
missions Office (866-6170) or the
Office of the Registrar (866-6180).

FALL MODULAR COURSES

September 26 - December 16

All Fall Quarter modules generate
one unit of credit, which is equi-
salent to four quarters of college
work. The following modules will
be offered if they meet minimum
enrollments of ten students per
module. Language modules re-
quire a minimum of seven stu-
dents.

(*) denotes modules which are
listed under more than one study
heading.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS

Acting Fundamentals
Audio Recording Techniques
Chamber Singers
Contemporary Chamber Ensemble
Creative Sound
Drawing: Image-Making
Intermediate Ballet
Jazz Ensemble
Modern Dance I
Modern Dance II
Movement Analysis
Music Fundamentals
Music Theory I
Music Theory II
Photography
Piano Fundamentals
Radio Vision
Stagecraft
Television Skills
Vocal Techniques and Styles

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

Alternative Forms of Celebration
Dialogue Across Generations
Dream Reflection
Existential Literature
The American Humorists
Writing at the College Level

LANGUAGE & CULTURAL STUDIES

Chinese Culture and Society
Chinese Language
French I
French II
French III
Introductory German
Introductory Japanese
Norwegian I
Russian I
Spanish I
Spanish II
Spanish III

MANAGEMENT & PUBLIC INTEREST

Anatomy of Washington Law
Economics
Environmental Law
Intermediate Accounting
Introduction to Computers
Public Information Function in
State Government
Social Statistics

NATURAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS &
COMPUTER SCIENCE

Biography for the Citizen
Calculus III
Computer Programming in APL
Language
Data Structures
Energy-Conserving Construction
General Chemistry
General Microbiology
Introduction to Computers
Physics
Precalculus Math
Social Statistics
Winter Food Production

POLITICAL ECONOMY

Anatomy of Washington Law
Economics
Environmental Law
Public Information - Function in
State Government
Social Statistics

THE
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1977 FALL QUARTER PART-TIME STUDIES
WINTER MODULAR COURSES
January 4 - March 17, 1978

All Winter Quarter modules generate one unit of credit, which is equivalent to four quarter hours of college work. The following is a partial list of modules to be offered Winter Quarter. Additional modules will be announced in our Winter Quarter brochure. Those programs which meet minimum enrollments of ten or more students will be offered; those which have fewer than ten students will not. Language modules will be offered if they have a minimum of seven students.

(* denotes modules which are listed under more than one study heading.)

EXPRESSIVE ARTS
Acting
Audio Recording
Chamber Singers
Creative Sound
Drawing
Jazz Ensemble
Medieval Art
Modern Dance I
Modern Dance II
Music in Mexico
Music Theory II
Photography
Piano
Radio Vision
Stagecraft
Voice

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Communications Theory
Existential Literature

Helping Skills
Social Research Methods

LANGUAGE & CULTURAL STUDIES
Chinese
French I
French II
French III
German I
Japanese
Norwegian
Russian
Spanish I
Spanish II
Spanish III

MANAGEMENT & PUBLIC INTEREST
Land Use Issues
Legislative Watch
Public Management

NATURAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE
Basic Math
Calculus I
Ecology of Food Production
General Biology
Introductory Organic Chemistry
Statistics

POLITICAL ECONOMY
Land Use Issues
Legislative Watch
Public Management

SPRING MODULAR COURSES
March 29 - June 9, 1978

All Spring Quarter modules generate one unit of credit, which is equivalent to four quarter hours of college work. The following is a partial list of modules to be offered Spring Quarter. Additional modules will be announced in our Spring Quarter brochure. Those programs which meet minimum enrollments of ten or more students will be offered; those which have fewer than ten students will not. Language modules will be offered if they have a minimum of seven students.

(* denotes modules which are listed under more than one study heading.)

EXPRESSIVE ARTS
Acting
Audio Recording
Ballet
Chamber Singers
Creative Sound
Drawing and Painting
Freehand Drawing
History of Black Music
Jazz Ensemble
Modern Dance I
Modern Dance II
Music Fundamentals
Music Theory
Photography
Piano
Radio Vision
Renaissance Art and Architecture
Stagecraft
Technical Television
Voice

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Abnormal Psychology
Anthropology
Anthropology of Personal Documents
Helping Skills

LANGUAGE & CULTURAL STUDIES
Chinese
French I
French II
French III
German
Japanese
Norwegian
Russian
Spanish I
Spanish II

MANAGEMENT & PUBLIC INTEREST
Labor/Management Relations
Public Land Management

NATURAL SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE
Calculus II
Introductory Chemistry
Statistics

POLITICAL ECONOMY
Labor/Management Relations
Public Land Management
The Thoughts of Mao
MODULAR COURSES

1977 FALL QUARTER MODULES
September 26 to December 16, 1977

OPEN TO ALL PART-TIME STUDENTS

NOTE: The following modules will be offered Fall Quarter if minimum enrollments are met. Ten students are required for all module offerings except languages, where a minimum of seven students must be enrolled before the course can be offered. Instructors for modules are either regular Evergreen faculty members or adjunct faculty members engaged to offer specific programs to serve the needs of part-time students. Persons wishing to audit modular courses may do so only with the approval of the faculty member. No auditors will be allowed in either laboratory or studio portions of modules and other programs.

EXPRESSIVE ARTS

ACTING FUNDAMENTALS
Joan Klyn, Visiting Member of the Faculty (Theater Arts), 866-6295.
Monday and Thursday, 6 p.m., Library 4300.
This course offers an exploration of the actor's basic tools: body, voice, imagination, emotion. Students will also develop performance skills through exercises, improvisations, text and character analyses and search work.
Prerequisites: None.

AUDIO RECORDING TECHNIQUES
Ken Wilhelm, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Media Service Staff, TESC), 866-6270.
Wednesday, 6 - 9 p.m., Library 1308.
Introduction to sound and audio recording techniques through lecture-demonstration and "hands on" experience using Evergreen's Media Loan audio equipment and Mini-Studio facilities.
Prerequisites: Portfolio and faculty signature required.

CHAMBER SINGERS
Evergreen music faculty, 866-6290.
Wednesday, 4 - 6 p.m., Communications Building (room to be posted) for first meeting; other meeting times and place to be determined at initial class session.
This vocal ensemble rehearses and performs a wide variety of music from classical to pop to rock.
Prerequisites: Entrance by audition only.

CONTEMPORARY CHAMBER ENSEMBLE
Dr. Greg Steinke, Member of the Faculty (Music), 866-6005.
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 4:30 - 6 p.m., Communications Building 110.
Module offers applied study, rehearsal and public performance of twentieth century instrumental chamber music works. Students must be available to two of three rehearsal times each week.
Prerequisites: Intermediate level performing ability; interview/audition required.
Special note: Students may earn a full unit of credit for this activity if they EITHER participate two consecutive terms OR they combine one-half unit ensemble plus one-half unit applied study (private lessons) in one term.

CREATIVE SOUND
Dr. Greg Steinke, Member of the Faculty (Music), 866-6005.
Tuesday, 1 - 3 p.m.; Thursday, 1 - 2:30 p.m., Communications Building 341, plus arranged laboratory times.
Introduction to basic local electronic music production techniques and literature. First quarter of year-long series.
Prerequisites: One year music theory or previous music composition experience.

DRAWING: IMAGE-MAKING
Young Harvill, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 866-6290.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 8 p.m., Library 2223.
This is a basic module offering a broad view of drawing as image making. Drawing from life forms and models, design problems and drawing as an autonomous and related form will be emphasized.
Prerequisites: None.

INTERMEDIATE BALLET
Bernard Johansen, Member of the Faculty (Dance), 866-6290.
Monday and Thursday, Noon - 1:30 p.m., CRC 307.
Intensive study of ballet barre and center techniques will be offered along with introduction of point techniques. Evaluation will be on personal advancement.
Prerequisites: Admission by audition with previous training equal to two or three years of ballet.

JAZZ ENSEMBLE
Donald Chan, Member of the Faculty (Music), 866-6290.
Tuesday and Thursday, 4:30 - 6 p.m., Wednesday, 7 p.m., Communications Building, room to be announced.
A performance ensemble that rehearses and performs the "big band" literature of the 1930s, 1940s, and 1950s, including Basie, Ellington, Ferguson, Rich, Ellis and Jones/Lewis.
Prerequisites: Entrance by audition only.

MODERN DANCE I
Pamela Schick, Visiting Member of the Faculty (Dance), 866-6290.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 4 - 5:30 p.m., CRC 307.
This course offers introductory technique instruction working with mechanics, skills, development and basic concepts of modern dance.
Prerequisites: None. Placement by audition.

MODERN DANCE II
Pamela Schick, Visiting Member of the Faculty (Dance), 866-6290.
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 4 - 5:30 p.m., CRC 307.
This is an intermediate-advanced technique class offering work with body mechanics, skills, development, combinations and phrasing.
Prerequisites: Audition during first class session.

MOVEMENT ANALYSIS
Pamela Schick, Visiting Member of the Faculty (Dance), 866-6290.
Tuesday and Thursday, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m., CRC 307.
Movement Analysis offers a theoretical and experiential introduction to the Effort-Shape system of movement analysis. We will study how to recognize and describe elements of qualitative change in human movement. This system currently is applied in areas of psychology, anthropometry, ethology, design, childhood development, theater and dance.
Prerequisites: Interview with instructor.

MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS
Dr. Victor Saucedo, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 866-6295.
Monday and Tuesday, 6 - 8 p.m., Communications Building 310.
Class covers elements of time and sound, the notation of pitch, time classifications and time signatures, notation of notes and rests, intervals, scales and key signatures.
Prerequisites: None.

MUSIC THEORY ONE
Evergreen music faculty, 866-6290.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 8 p.m., Communications Building 320.
This module covers the structure of tonality, triads and their inversions, harmonic progressions and the use of non-harmonic tones.
Prerequisites: Demonstrated knowledge of music fundamentals.

MUSIC THEORY II
Dr. Robert Gottlieb, Member of the Faculty (Music), 866-6290.
Tuesday, 4 - 5 p.m., Library 2101 for first meeting; meeting times and places to be determined at initial class session.
Intermediate theory focuses on dominant seventh chords, altered non-harmonic tones, modulation and chromatically altered chords.
Prerequisites: Demonstrated knowledge of elementary harmony.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Craig Hickman, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 866-6273.
Tuesdays, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m., Library 1340.
This course offers introductory technique instruction working with the camera, exposure, focus and basic developing and printing processes.
Prerequisites: Knowledge of camera and darkroom basics.

PIANO FUNDAMENTALS
Mary Jane Clarke, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 866-4587.
Monday and Wednesday, 7:30 - 9 p.m., Communications Building, room to be announced.
Group piano instruction for the piano novice is offered to help students develop basic skills in sight reading, transposition, harmonization and analysis through study of music fundamentals and selected repertoire.
Prerequisites: None.

RADIO VISION
Lee Chambers, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Radio), 866-5267.
Monday and Wednesday, 9 a.m. to noon, Library 1507.
Participants study broadcast writing styles and production techniques, produce and critique projects, work together on major productions.
Prerequisites: None.

STAGECRAFT
Dennis Kochta, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Evergreen stage technical), 866-6667.
Monday and Wednesday, 3:30 - 5 p.m., Communications Building 310.
Students will learn the principles of lighting for the stage from theory to practice. Module covers equipment knowledge and skills, designing of plots, set up and operation.
Prerequisites: None.
TELEVISION SKILLS
Chas Davies, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Evergreen electronic media producer), 866-6270.
Tuesday and Friday, 8:30 - 10:30 a.m., Library 1324A.
Instruction on proper and effective use of video equipment and systems will be offered, plus basic television production techniques. Additional module credit may be available for small-scale production projects. Prerequisites: None.

VOCAL TECHNIQUES AND STYLES
Joan Winden, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 866-8075.
Wednesday, 1 - 4 p.m., Library 4300.
This module is intended to acquaint students with basic concepts of singing and to develop projection of the voice and text as required in performances. Prerequisites: None.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Rev. Jim Symons, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 943-6859, and Rev. Tricia Hamilton, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 943-9545.
Wednesday, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m., Library 3227.
This module will explore forms and styles of celebration and worship in world's religions with particular emphasis on developments in Western civilizations. Films, speakers from different religious traditions and appropriate readings will enrich program. Prerequisites: None.

VOCAL TECHNIQUES AND STYLES
Joan Winden, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 866-8075.
Wednesday, 1 - 4 p.m., Library 4300.
This module is intended to acquaint students with basic concepts of singing and to develop projection of the voice and text as required in performances. Prerequisites: None.

THE AMERICAN HUMORISTS
Dr. Richard Alexander, Member of the Faculty (Literature), 866-6957.
Tuesday and Thursday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1420.
American humor will be examined from Petroleum V. Nasby through Woody Allen, with stops at Abraham Lincoln, Mark Twain, Ambrose Bierce, George Ade, Don Marquis, H.L. Mencken, Will Rogers, and many more. Prerequisites: None.

WRITING AT THE COLLEGE LEVEL
Dr. Leo Daugherty, Member of the Faculty (Literature), 866-6157.
Thursday, 7 - 10 p.m., Library 1612.
This module is designed for persons with serious writing problems, including "writing blocks." Grammar and spelling will be stressed. The goal: to make writing literate, comfortable and fun. Prerequisites: Inability to write at all well, coupled with the commitment to learn to do so.

LANGUAGE & CULTURAL STUDIES

CHINESE CULTURE AND SOCIETY
P. Cavendish, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 943-4299.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 8 p.m., Library 1504.
The Chinese tradition will be examined, including key ideas about society and the individual, through native sources. This module will also study contradictions and oppositions of Chinese culture. A consideration of current Chinese criticism will be offered within each topic. Prerequisites: None.

CHINESE LANGUAGE
P. Cavendish, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 943-4299.
Monday and Wednesday, 6 - 8 p.m., Library 1504.
This is an elementary course offering speech drill and introduction to written characters. The module also offers a look at linguistic historical cultural digressions. It provides a good basis for autodidacts. Prerequisites: None.

FRENCH I
Ann Henderson, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 866-4295.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 8 p.m., Library 2110.
Emphasis will be placed on developing conversational skills; grammar and literature will be studied as a means of achieving fluency in French. Prerequisites: None.

FRENCH II
Roberta Brown, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 352-2621.
Tuesday and Wednesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1419.
Emphasis will be placed on vocabulary, idiomatic expression and pronunciation. Complex sentence structures will be learned and practiced through writing compositions and reading one novel. Prerequisites: One year of college French or three years of high school French.

FRENCH III
Isabella Kodama, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 583-3672, Tacoma.
Monday, Thursday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1503 for first meeting only; other meeting times and locations to be determined at first meeting.

INTRODUCTORY GERMAN
Lydia Garrett, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 491-6806.
Monday and Wednesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1419.
A study of the German language through grammar, composition and oral drill will be offered to enable students to read simple literary materials and carry on simple conversations. Prerequisites: None.

INTRODUCTORY JAPANESE
Michiko Takeda, Adjunct Member of the Faculty.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 8 p.m., Library 1504.
This module brings older and younger persons together to discover and re-educate your writing; signature of faculty. Prerequisites: None.

FUTURE I
Joan Winden, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 943-9545.
Wednesday, 1 - 4 p.m., Library 4300.
This module is designed for persons with serious writing problems, including "writing blocks." Grammar and spelling will be stressed. The goal: to make writing literate, comfortable and fun. Prerequisites: Inability to write at all well, coupled with the commitment to learn to do so.

FUTURE II
Robert Brown, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 352-2621.
Monday and Wednesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1419.
Emphasis will be placed on vocabulary, idiomatic expression and pronunciation. Complex sentence structures will be learned and practiced through writing compositions and reading one novel. Prerequisites: One year of college French or three years of high school French.

FUTURE III
Isabella Kodama, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 583-3672, Tacoma.
Monday, Thursday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1503 for first meeting only; other meeting times and locations to be determined at first meeting.

Emphasis will be evenly divided between the study and use of grammar in conversation and the study of twentieth century French theater. Prerequisites: Second year college French or equivalent.

INTRODUCTORY GERMAN
Lydia Garrett, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 491-6806.
Monday and Wednesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1419.
A study of the German language through grammar, composition and oral drill will be offered to enable students to read simple literary materials and carry on simple conversations. Prerequisites: None.

INTRODUCTORY JAPANESE
Michiko Takeda, Adjunct Member of the Faculty.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 8 p.m., Library 1504.
This module brings older and younger persons together to discover and re-educate your writing; signature of faculty. Prerequisites: None.

FUTURE I
Joan Winden, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 943-9545.
Wednesday, 1 - 4 p.m., Library 4300.
This module is designed for persons with serious writing problems, including "writing blocks." Grammar and spelling will be stressed. The goal: to make writing literate, comfortable and fun. Prerequisites: Inability to write at all well, coupled with the commitment to learn to do so.

FUTURE II
Robert Brown, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 352-2621.
Monday and Wednesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1419.
Emphasis will be placed on vocabulary, idiomatic expression and pronunciation. Complex sentence structures will be learned and practiced through writing compositions and reading one novel. Prerequisites: One year of college French or three years of high school French.

FUTURE III
Isabella Kodama, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 583-3672, Tacoma.
Monday, Thursday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1503 for first meeting only; other meeting times and locations to be determined at first meeting.

Emphasis will be evenly divided between the study and use of grammar in conversation and the study of twentieth century French theater. Prerequisites: Second year college French or equivalent.

INTRODUCTORY GERMAN
Lydia Garrett, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 491-6806.
Monday and Wednesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1419.
A study of the German language through grammar, composition and oral drill will be offered to enable students to read simple literary materials and carry on simple conversations. Prerequisites: None.

INTRODUCTORY JAPANESE
Michiko Takeda, Adjunct Member of the Faculty.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 8 p.m., Library 1504.
This module brings older and younger persons together to discover and re-educate your writing; signature of faculty. Prerequisites: None.

FUTURE I
Joan Winden, Adjunct Member of the Faculty, 943-9545.
Wednesday, 1 - 4 p.m., Library 4300.
RUSSIAN I
Evergreen language faculty, 866-6295.
Tuesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 1503 for first meeting only; other meeting
times and location to be determined at first meeting.
This module introduces students to the fundamentals of Russian pho-
netics and grammar, using an aural-oral approach. Emphasis will be
on reading and conversation.
Prerequisites: None.

SPANISH I
Nancy Allen, Member of the Faculty (Literature and Languages), 866-
6654.
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 4 p.m., Seminar 3157.
This program offers a beginning study of the Spanish language in a
Latin American cultural framework. Emphasis is on learning to speak
correctly and fluently through frequent oral drills.
Prerequisites: None.

SPANISH II
Evergreen language faculty, 866-6295.
Monday and Wednesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 2206.
Emphasis will be placed on developing conversational skills; grammar
and literature will be studied as a means of achieving fluency in Span-
ish.
Prerequisites: First year college Spanish or equivalent.

SPANISH III
Marita Herrera, Adjunct Member of the Faculty; 352-4903.
Tuesday, 5:30 p.m., Library 1407.
This advanced Spanish program offers readings of Latin American au-
thors and emphasis on conversation stressing grammatical rules.
Prerequisites: Second year college Spanish or equivalent.

MANAGEMENT
& PUBLIC INTEREST
ANATOMY OF WASHINGTON LAW
Richard White, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Washington State
Code Reviser), 753-1440.
Thursday, 7 - 10 p.m., Library 1406.
This module offers a survey of the fundamental procedures and prac-
tices underlying the proper drafting of legislative bills.
Prerequisites: None.

ECONOMICS: The Orthodox Approach and Radical Critiques
Steve Creager and John Burbank, Adjunct Members of the Faculty,
943-1695.
Monday, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m., Library 1407.
Students will study the basic principles of economic theory and read
various critiques of orthodox economics. The module will include lec-
tures and problem workshops.
Prerequisites: None.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Richard Fink, Charles Roe, Bob Jensen and Charles Lean, Adjunct
Members of the Faculty, 866-9553.
Monday, 7:30 - 10 p.m., Library 2205.
Selected topics in environmental law will be examined for the non-
lawyer; readings and discussions of legal materials on land use control,
SEPA, water rights and pollution will be undertaken, along with a re-
search project.
Prerequisites: None.

INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING
Kenneth Winkley, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Evergreen Business
Manager), 866-6450.
Wednesday, 6:30 - 9:30 p.m., Library 2205.
This module is for students who have completed introductory account-
ing and want to continue the study of accounting theory, concepts and
practice. Attention is focused on the use of accounting information by
management and stockholders.
Prerequisites: Introductory accounting.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS
Jim Johnson, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Evergreen systems an-
alyst), 866-6272.
Tuesday and Thursday, 4 - 6 p.m., Library 2406.
This module covers the fundamental concepts of computing and uses
problem solving tools such as flowcharts and Warnier charts. Students
will become proficient in the "BASIC" programming language, using
the college's Hewlett-Packard 2000C timesharing computer and will
program both business and scientific applications.
Prerequisites: None.

SOCIAL STATISTICS
Dr. Russell Lidman, Member of the Faculty (Economics), 866-6086.
Monday and Thursday, 4 - 5:15 p.m., Library 1503.
This module will cover the principles of statistics. Social science appli-
cations will be emphasized. Students will receive instruction in the use
of "canned" computer programs.
Prerequisites: Competence in Pre-calculus math. Calculus will not be
used.

NATURAL SCIENCE,
MATHEMATICS
& COMPUTER SCIENCE
BIOLOGY FOR THE CITIZEN
Dr. Elizabeth Kutter, Member of the Faculty (Biophysics), 866-6719.
Monday and Thursday, 4 - 5:15 p.m., Library 1403.
A general exploration of socially relevant biological topics will be of-
fered, including the functioning of genes and cells, mutagenesis and
neoplasogenesis, genetic counseling, recombinant DNA, diabetes and
hypoglycemia, and abuse of antibiotics.
Prerequisites: None.
CALCULUS III
Dr. G. Siegfried Kutter, Member of the Faculty (Astrophysics), 866-6721.
Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 7 p.m., Lecture Hall Three.
This module offers an introduction to differentiation and integration of trigonometric functions, various techniques of integration, approximation of definite integrals and differential equations. Emphasis will be on an intuitive understanding, with many applications selected from physics, biology and the social sciences.
Prerequisites: Calculus II or equivalent.

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN APL LANGUAGE
Dr. John Akin, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Evergreen Director of Computer Services), 866-6232.
Thursday, 3 p.m., Library 2408 for initial meeting; future meeting times and place to be arranged.
APL is a powerful computer programming language especially useful for manipulating vectors, matrices and other collections of data. This module will teach students APL programming.
Prerequisites: None; program should be of interest/value to both novices and experienced programmers.

DATA STRUCTURES
Dale Baitd and Grady Ward, Adjunct Members of the Faculty, 866-6232.
Wednesday, 5:30 - 8:30 p.m., Library 2408.
A study of representational techniques of computation will be offered. Topics covered include arrays, ordered lists, sparse matrices, evaluation of expressions, stacks, queues, dequeues and linked lists.
Prerequisites: Conference with instructors.

ENERGY-CONSERVING CONSTRUCTION
Dr. Jacob Romero, Member of the Faculty (Applied Science), 866-6336; and Bill Knauss, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Architecture), 866-6082.
Tuesday, 5:30 - 7:30 p.m., Library 2118.
A survey of analytical and practical techniques for energy conservation in construction will be offered. Emphasis will be on development of thermal skills and their application to housing.
Prerequisites: None, though some background in algebra would be useful.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY
Evergreen science faculty, 866-6295.
Tuesday, 7 p.m., LAB I 2033 for first meeting only; times and place for future meetings will be determined at initial session.
This module offers an introduction to college chemistry using self-paced learning resources. One lecture and one laboratory will be required each week.
Prerequisites: Introductory chemistry or high school chemistry.

GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY
Dr. Burton Guttmann, Member of the Faculty (Biology), 866-6731; and Dr. Donald Humphreys, Member of the Faculty (Biology), 866-6672.
Tuesday, 7 p.m., LAB II Self-Paced Learning Units Center, room 1223 for first meeting only; thereafter students will work on their own in SPLU Center.
This module offers a standard introductory microbiology course covering structure, physiology, reproduction, identification and ecology taught entirely through use of self-paced learning materials, including readings, audio-visual aids and laboratory exercises.
Prerequisites: None; high school biology or chemistry recommended.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS
Jim Johnson, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Evergreen systems analyst), 866-6232.
Tuesday and Thursday, 4 - 6 p.m., Library 2406.
This module covers the fundamental concepts of computing and uses problem solving tools such as flowcharts and Warnier charts. Students will become proficient in the "BASIC" programming language, using the college's Hewlett-Packard 2000C timesharing computer and will program both business and scientific applications.
Prerequisites: None.

PHYSICS
Dr. Lee Anderson, Member of the Faculty (Physics), 866-6547.
Monday and Wednesday, 7 - 9 p.m., Library 2129.
The major theories of physics (Newtonian mechanics, electromagnetism, quantum theory and relativity) will be developed from an historical perspective, emphasizing conceptual understanding, not mathematical manipulation.
Prerequisites: One year of high school science or equivalent.

PRECALCULUS MATH
Dr. Albert Leisenring, Member of the Faculty (Mathematics), 866-6724.
Tuesday, 6 - 8 p.m., LAB I 3033 for first meeting only; regular meeting times Tuesday and Thursday, 6 - 7:30 p.m., location to be announced.
Precalculus Math offers an introduction to exponential, logarithmic and trigonometric functions and to solving algebraic equations. Intended for students who need practice in the math used in introductory biology, chemistry, economics, physics, statistics, etc.
Prerequisites: None. This is first year college math.

SOCIAL STATISTICS
Dr. Russell Lidman, Member of the Faculty (Economics), 866-6086.
Monday and Thursday, 4 - 5:15 p.m., Library 1503.
This module will cover the principles of statistics. Social science applications will be emphasized. Students will receive instruction in the use of "canned" computer programs.
Prerequisites: Competence in pre-calculus math. Calculus will not be used.

WINTER FOOD PRODUCTION
Woody Derycks, Visiting Member of the Faculty, 866-6764.
Thursday, 7 - 9 p.m., Evergreen Organic Farm.
This module explores the horticulture and economics of winter crop production in field, garden and greenhouse along with natural crop storage for year-around subsistence agriculture.
Prerequisites: None.

POLITICAL ECONOMY
ANATOMY OF WASHINGTON LAW
Richard White, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Washington State Code Reviser), 753-1440.
Thursday, 7 - 10 p.m., Library 1406.
This module offers an examination of types of law (constitutions through regulations and ordinances), use of legal publications, bill drafting, legislative process, rules of statutory construction and codification principles.
Prerequisites: None.

ECONOMICS: The Orthodox Approach and Radical Critiques
Steve Creager and John Burbank, Adjunct Members of the Faculty, 943-1695.
Monday, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m., Library 1407.
Students will study the basic principles of economic theory and read various critiques of orthodox economics. The module will include lectures and problem workshops.
Prerequisites: None.

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW
Richard Fink, Charles Roz, Bob Jensen and Charles Lean, Adjunct Members of the Faculty, 866-9553.
Monday, 7:30 - 10 p.m., Library 2205.
Selected topics in environmental law will be examined for the non-lawyer; readings and discussions of legal materials on land use control, SEPA, water rights and pollution will be undertaken, along with a research project.
Prerequisites: None.

PUBLIC INFORMATION FUNCTION IN STATE GOVERNMENT
Dr. Margaret Grishok, Member of the Faculty (Journalism and Education), 866-6556; and Chuck Fowler, Adjunct Member of the Faculty (Director of Public Affairs, Higher Education), 753-2150.
Tuesday, 7 - 10 p.m., Highway Administration Building, room 3F21.
Designed for state employees who are or who want to be managers, this module is an introduction to public information theory and practice.
Prerequisites: None.

SOCIAL STATISTICS
Dr. Russell Lidman, Member of the Faculty (Economics), 866-6086.
Monday and Thursday, 4 - 5:15 p.m., Library 1503.
This module will cover the principles of statistics. Social science applications will be emphasized. Students will receive instruction in the use of "canned" computer programs.
Prerequisites: Competence in pre-calculus math. Calculus will not be used.
COORDINATED STUDIES

Chautauqua II: An Experiment in Learning
Collaborative Arts Consortium
Formation of Modern Society: The Sacred and the Secular
14,000 B.C./A Program in Increasing Imagination
Health Perspectives: An Analytical Approach to Health Problems
Introduction to Political Economy
Life Cycles and Cultural Systems
Management and the Public Interest
Modernization and the Individual
Political Ecology
Social Origins of Art and Ideology
The Colonial Experience of the Americas
Voices of the Third World

NOTE: Almost all academic work in Evergreen’s Coordinated Studies programs occurs during daytime hours. If your schedule requires that you attend evening classes, you should look first at Modular Courses, described elsewhere in this brochure. Several Coordinated Studies, briefly described below, have limited openings for part-time students. These programs may be of specific interest to parents who can only attend classes during daytime hours because they have school-age children. If any of these interest you, you may wish to consult the 1977-78 Supplement to the College Bulletin before telephoning the indicated faculty member or his/her secretary, the Admissions Office (866-6170), or Academic Advising (866-6312). The Supplement contains detailed descriptions of Coordinated Studies Programs.

CHAUTAUQUA II: An Experiment in Learning
Dr. Thomas Foote, Member of the Faculty (Journalism/Education), 866-6290.
Chautauqua II is a three-quarter coordinated studies program in traditional and popular arts, designed for students interested in mythology, rituals, history, humanities, theater, music, communication and community dynamics and organization, and for those who want to work collectively to explore those things in man’s humanity that are essential and shared. This year Chautauqua will perform in rural and isolated communities and in urban areas, community colleges and county and regional fairs.
Prerequisites: Audition with the faculty.

COLLABORATIVE ARTS CONSORTIUM
Sidney White, Member of the Faculty (Art), 866-6290.
The Consortium will provide students and faculty opportunities to explore the many ways in which movement, design, structure, texture, sound and rhythm make themselves a part of all the arts. The program will focus on the common elements of all the arts, coupled with a recognition that each artist in fact must do at least one art well. The Consortium is therefore organized around a balancing of attention between time spent examining arts in a broad perspective and focusing laboratory work in one specific art form.
Prerequisites: Basic Evergreen program or equivalent.

FORMATION OF MODERN SOCIETY: The Sacred and the Secular
Betty Estes, Member of the Faculty (History of Science), 866-6632.
This intermediate coordinated studies program Fall Quarter will study the predominantly sacred world of Judaism and Christianity up to the time of the sixteenth century Reformation, together with literature from some other traditions, such as that of classical mythology. Literature, history and philosophy — the general context of cultural history — will form the core of the program.
Prerequisites: College level reading and writing skills.

14,000 B.C./A Program in Increasing Imagination
Susan Aurand, Member of the Faculty (Art), 866-6623.
This program offers an introductory investigation into art and life in Europe some 16,000 years ago. Students will examine reproductions of some of the remains of that time period (skeletons, paintings, etchings, drawings, tools, etc.) and will read reports by researchers who have studied that era. Art, prehistory and philosophy will be emphasized.
Prerequisites: None.

HEALTH PERSPECTIVES: An Analytical Approach to Health Problems
Dr. Russell Lidman, Member of the Faculty (Economics), 866-6086; and Dr. Elizabeth Kutter, Member of the Faculty (Biophysics), 866-6719.
This program is designed to help students from natural and social sciences acquire the skills necessary to research key problems in this country’s health and health care services. Fall Quarter will focus on the economics and politics of health care.
Prerequisites: A strong background in biology or economics and sociology.

INTRODUCTION TO POLITICAL ECONOMY
Dr. Chuck Nisbet, Member of the Faculty (Economics), 866-6552.
This one-quarter program will have two interwoven components: 1.) mainstream and radical economic theory, and 2.) American and European history with particular emphasis on political, economic and philosophical developments. These components will be taught through lectures, seminars and workshops. By studying all these subjects together in the same program and with a coordinated faculty team, the traditional study of economics will be broadened into political economy. Orthodox and radical assumptions will be scrutinized as will institutional arrangements such as private property, the banking system, the corporation and the military.
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing.

LIFE CYCLES AND CULTURAL SYSTEMS
Dr. Eric Larson, Member of the Faculty (Anthropology), 866-6757.
This three-quarter coordinated study program aims at developing a general understanding of certain methodology and theory in anthroplogy, sociology, psychology and art, with special reference to the way persons develop as individuals and as members of society. The program will integrate various modes of learning, including internships in industry and government, ethnographic field work, small group interaction and problem-oriented solution projects, seminars, lectures and films.
Prerequisites: None.

MANAGEMENT AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST
Dr. Virginia Ingersoll, Member of the Faculty (Communications), 866-6629.
This program is designed to equip people with essential management concepts and skills and to address a growing concern about the possibility of the American business system meeting the public's needs. It serves as the first year of both the two-year business administration curriculum and the two-year public administration sequence. Subjects...
emphasized include economics, organizational psychology and business administration.
Prerequisites: Junior standing.

MODERNIZATION AND THE INDIVIDUAL
Matthew Smith, Member of the Faculty (Political Science), 866-6242.
This program will explore the history of industrialization and democratization in the West in order to understand how changes in the economic and political order can compel people to make changes in personal behavior, self-perception and ethical values. In particular, the program will strive for understanding of how people have changed as workers and as citizens and how these changes have affected the family, friendship and community relationships people formed. Subjects emphasized include history, humanities (literature), political and sociological theory.
Prerequisites: None.

SPECIAL NOTE: This program is offered as a four-hour per week half-time, two-unit study. Class times: Tuesdays, 6 - 10 p.m., Library 1409.

POLITICAL ECOLOGY
Dr. Michael Beug, Member of the Faculty (Chemistry), 866-6718.
This year-long program is designed for students who are interested in a holistic approach to understanding the interplay of human forces and desires on natural systems. Beginnings will be made toward understanding how people make decisions which affect an ecosystem, who makes such decisions, and the nature of and weight given to the data considered. After studying basic principles, students will plan and implement a study of the lower Puyallup River Valley. Throughout the program, students will be studying history, ecology, economics, political science, chemistry and historical geography.
Prerequisites: None.

SOCIAL ORIGINS OF ART AND IDEOLOGY
Stephanie Coontz, Member of the Faculty (History and Women's Studies), 866-6601.
This advanced program is designed to explore the connections between historical social processes and modes of thinking, seeing and expressing. Students will examine different types of social relationships out of which various artistic, philosophical and ideological trends arise. Fall Quarter the program will focus on fifth century B.C. Athens. Subjects emphasized include history, literature, philosophy and art history.
Prerequisites: Advanced reading and writing skills; students asked to bring portfolio or samples of written work to faculty interview.

THE COLONIAL EXPERIENCE OF THE AMERICAS
Dr. Peta Henderson, Member of the Faculty (Anthropology), 866-6676.
This program introduces students to the history, economics, anthropology and literature of Latin America. Its aim is to discover how the historical experience of colonization affected the process of social, cultural, economic and political development of this part of the Third World. Spanish language will be taught as an option within the program.
Prerequisites: One or more years of college work.

VOICES OF THE THIRD WORLD
York Wong, Member of the Faculty (Management and Computer Sciences), 866-6098.
Voices uses a case-study approach to examine major revolutions in the Third World and national movements within the U.S. The program will pay special attention to such worldwide socio-economic events as the emergence of China, Mexico, Algeria and Tanzania; and development of Black, Chicano, Native American and Asian-American movements in the U.S. Subjects emphasized include political economy, urban studies, international relations and Third World studies.
Prerequisites: None.

GROUP CONTRACTS

AJAX III/You and Your Community

MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Dr. Burton Guttman, Member of the Faculty (Biology), 866-6731.
This group contract is for students who want serious work in modern biochemistry and molecular/cellular biology, primarily as preparation for the health professions or for graduate school. It is planned for two quarters, with the option of continuing for a third quarter on an original research project. Subjects emphasized include biology, chemistry (microbiology), philosophy and sociology of science.
Prerequisites: Approximately equivalent to Foundations of Natural Science program; consultation with sponsor.
Some Basic Information

Fall Quarter 1977 begins September 26 and ends December 16. Registration for part-time study programs begins September 19 and continues weekdays through October 3. Hours are from 5 p.m. to 5 p.m. All registration and payment of tuition and fees must be completed by 5 p.m. October 3.

A special Mini Academic Fair will be held September 19 from 6 to 8 p.m. on the second and third floors of the Evans Library Building. Faculty sponsors of part-time programs will be on hand to explain their offerings and talk to students at that time. The Registrar’s Office will also be open from 6 to 8 p.m. September 19 to accept part-time registrations.

The Admissions Office and the Office of Academic Advising will be happy to explain enrollment procedures to part-time students and advise them about how a given program may best match up with their personal academic needs.

Part-time students who need further clarification of the ways in which participation in Evergreen programs may lead to a bachelor’s degree can receive advice and counseling from the offices of Admissions (866-6170), Advising (866-6312) or Career Planning and Placement (866-6193).

A Special Note...

To Those Interested in Completing a Bachelor’s Degree Through Part-Time Study.

A SPECIAL NOTE...

To Those Interested in Completing a Bachelor’s Degree Through Part-Time Study.

To those students wishing to undertake part-time studies at Evergreen to begin or complete work on a bachelor’s degree.

We realize you may need both help and information as you try to arrange a sequence of studies — perhaps unit-by-unit — that will best serve your individual purposes. Those just beginning college have different problems from, say, a person with an A.A. degree from a community college or a person who began undergraduate work several years ago and, for any number of reasons, has interrupted his or her studies. Here are some ways in which we think we can assist you:

Advising/Planning

If you need information about how things work academically at Evergreen or want current information on curriculum offerings, please call the Coordinator of Academic Information (866-6312). This office can be most helpful to you as you decide your course of study.

Admissions Counseling

How do you enroll at Evergreen? What kinds of information does the college need to get you enrolled? How does the college operate for the part-time student? These and many other kinds of “policies, procedures and programs” questions can be answered in the Office of Admissions. Just dial 866-6170 and ask for an Admissions Counselor.

Career Exploration & Placement

Part-time students needing information about career exploration and career planning (for instance, how would a given set of studies relate to a specific career field already being pursued by the student?), coupled with career identification and eventual placement or advancement, should telephone Evergreen’s Career Planning and Placement Office (866-6193) and talk to one of the staff. They have a lot of information and resources at their fingertips and are happy to help you.

Internship Possibilities

Many Evergreen students, particularly those at advanced levels, combine regular academic studies with practical work experiences, for which they receive academic credit. To receive credit, students must be enrolled in either a Coordinated or Group or Individual Contracted Studies program. Thus, most internships are pursued by full-time students. To see how you as a part-time student might participate — now or as you pursue your studies later — telephone Evergreen’s Office of Cooperative Education (866-6391).

Student Classification

Resident

Person who has had a domicile for other than educational purposes in the State of Washington for one year immediately prior to the first day of a quarter; a dependent son, daughter, or spouse of a federal employee residing within the State or a dependent son, daughter, or spouse of a college employee.

Non-Resident

Those who do not fit the “resident” definition. (For specific information, contact the Registrar, 866-6180.)

Student Categories

(PART-TIME STATUS):

PART-TIME DEGREE SEEKING

Student enrolled for one or two units of credit through continuing academic work leading to a bachelor’s degree. Accepted by the Admissions office as a matriculated student. Receives regular college evaluation.

Persons wishing to immediately begin or continue work toward a bachelor’s degree may wish to register as part-time “Regularly Admitted Student,” taking one or two units of credit. These students follow regular admissions procedures, which require submission of a full application and transcripts of previous academic work. Those unable to complete the regular admissions process by the start of a given quarter may still apply as a “Special Student” to secure a place at Evergreen. Credits would be applied to degree work when regular admission is obtained.

Students wishing to carry more than one Evergreen unit (four credit hours) may register for two 1-unit modular courses (eight credit hours) or may register for one modular course and a four-
credit-hour individual contract in the same area of study. The tuition for eight quarter credit hours (2 Evergreen units) is only $118 per quarter hour. This combination of course work and an independent study contract enables students to tailor work more closely to their individual needs.

SPECIAL
Student usually enrolled for one or two units of credit who receives regular college evaluation. Student may subsequently apply for admission to degree-seeking status, with previous work credited toward the degree.

Those who want to enroll, but have not been regularly admitted by the Office of Admissions may do so as a "Special Student." This category applies to students who have not yet had time for making formal application, supplying transcripts, etc. Credit for one or two units maximum earned is applicable to the degree following regular admission, which may be obtained later. A "Special Student" registration form is available from the Registrar's Office (Library Building Room 100). Enrollment in which is termed as a "Special Student" is a relatively easy matter. Just call us (866-6180) or visit campus.

REGISTRATION
Part-time students may register between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays September 19 - October 31. A special evening registration session and Mini Academic Fair will be offered September 19 from 6:00 to 8:30 p.m. on the second and third floors of the Evans Library Building to offer part-time students an opportunity to meet faculty sponsors and complete registration for Fall programs.

DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Students must earn a minimum of 45 units of Evergreen credit in order to complete their Bachelor of Arts degree. Students transferring from another college must earn at least 12 Evergreen units before becoming eligible to receive their Evergreen diploma. One Evergreen unit is equivalent to four quarter hours or 2.67 semester hours. Evergreen will accept a maximum of 33 TESC units as transfer credit equal to 132 quarter hours or 88 semester hours. The maximum amount of credit that can be transferred from two-year colleges is 23 units equal to 90 quarter credits. Transfer students should supply transcripts of all previous work when they apply for admission. The Admissions Office will evaluate transfer credit and supply students with a report after they are admitted.

The flexibility of Evergreen's study modes adapts to a wide variety of individual needs and situations. These range from classroom instruction to independent study to internships.

Here are examples of paths other students have taken to earn their degrees from Evergreen. Even though these are full-time students, the ways in which they arranged their academic experiences are illustrative of how you can do the same...just at a slower pace.

Student "A" (entered as a freshman from a Washington high school). Interested in Communications.

First Year: Coordinated Studies revolving around sociology, political science, and government.

Second Year: Contracted Studies of Japanese and communication.

Graduated: Currently employed as a newspaper reporter for a metropolitan TV studio.

Fourth Year: Television internships and individual study in the broadcast communications and the electronic process.

INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS:
Where single students work one-on-one with faculty sponsors on a specific academic assignment - normally involves advanced, full-time students. However, some part-time students with advanced expertise may be able to negotiate these kinds of individual programs by making special arrangements with faculty members.

INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTS
For further details, see the 1977-78 College Bulletin or the 1977-78 Supplement which more fully describes specific offerings.

PROGRAM DEFINITIONS
Evergreen offers credit for part-time students in four basic ways:

W O U L D A R C O U R S E S :
Studies focusing on specific study areas. All regular programs generate one Evergreen unit unless otherwise indicated. Meetings on regular programs are open to restricted to late afternoons and evenings and are designed to meet the needs of part-time students.

COORDINATED STUDIES:
Team-taught programs which examine major problems, or themes from the perspective of various academic subjects. These programs operate at both beginning and advanced levels. Part-time students may arrange to participate in a portion of a Coordinated Studies program for academic credit.

GROUP CONTRACTS:
Group studies involve the intensive examination of more specific subjects such as economics, arts, marine biology, and sociology; to name but a few. Groups include from 15 - 20 students working with a single faculty member. Again, part-time study opportunities exist in some of these programs, with students taking less than a full academic load to earn credit.

Fourth Year: Television internships and individual study in broadcast communications and the electronic process.

Graduated: Now employed as a foreign correspondent for the Tokyo News Media.

Graduated: Now employed as Administrative Assistant To City Commissioner, Portland, Oregon.

Graduated: Employed by Seat-

tile firm as a management consultant.

EVALUATION
At Evergreen students are evaluated in part by their faculty. Their written evaluations are added to their Official Transcripts and placed in the Registrar's Office. For each unit of credit or block of units, students will have at least three documents: an official description of their program or contract; an evaluation of their performance by their faculty member; and a statement by the students themselves evaluating what they feel they have learned.

This allows registration without prior learning. There are two sources of possible credit for prior learning outside normal educational institutions: College Level Examination and External Credit. Both may be used by students to accelerate their programs toward a degree, thereby recognizing credit-worthy prior learning and earned achievements in learning.

Students interested in the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) should contact the Registrar's Office (866-6180). It is not possible to take tests in designated subject areas and earn up to two units of credit per examination. Students should be especially careful to determine their eligibility for CLEP before taking any exams.

Evergreen has established an Office of External Credit to assist older students returning to college who have work or independent study experience which may merit academic credit. Ex- ternal Credit staff will help students document their experiences so they can demonstrate competence and petition for academic credit. Such credit will not be granted for attachments which have already been recognized by awards of credit elsewhere. Summary statements on the external credit policy and procedures are available and students who believe they may have experiences which could generate credit should check with the External Credit Office (866-6072). Up to one year of academic credit may be earned by this process.

First Year: Studied at another college, transferring to Evergreen as a sophomore.

Second Year: Contracted Studies in broadcast communications and natural sciences and with emphasis on development of mathematical communication skills.

Third Year: Contracted Studies in social sciences and management consulting.

Fourth Year: Group and individual contract work in social services management, economics and management consulting.

Graduated: Employed by Seat-
tile firm as a management consultant.

For further details, see the 1977-78 College Bulletin or the 1977-78 Supplement which more fully describes specific offerings.

Graduated: Employed as Administrative Assistant To City Commissioner, Portland, Oregon.

Graduated: Employed by Seat-
tile firm as a management consultant.

EVALUATION
At Evergreen students are evaluated in part by their faculty. Their written evaluations are added to their Official Transcripts and placed in the Registrar's Office. For each unit of credit or block of units, students will have at least three documents: an official description of their program or contract; an evaluation of their performance by their faculty member; and a statement by the students themselves evaluating what they feel they have learned.

This allows registration without prior learning. There are two sources of possible credit for prior learning outside normal educational institutions: College Level Examination and External Credit. Both may be used by students to accelerate their programs toward a degree, thereby recognizing credit-worthy prior learning and earned achievements in learning.

Students interested in the College Level Examination Program (CLEP) should contact the Registrar's Office (866-6180). It is not possible to take tests in designated subject areas and earn up to two units of credit per examination. Students should be especially careful to determine their eligibility for CLEP before taking any exams.

Evergreen has established an Office of External Credit to assist older students returning to college who have work or independent study experience which may merit academic credit. Ex- ternal Credit staff will help students document their experiences so they can demonstrate competence and petition for academic credit. Such credit will not be granted for attachments which have already been recognized by awards of credit elsewhere. Summary statements on the external credit policy and procedures are available and students who believe they may have experiences which could generate credit should check with the External Credit Office (866-6072). Up to one year of academic credit may be earned by this process.
SUPPORT SERVICES

Part-time students may take full advantage of Evergreen's excellent undergraduate library facilities. In addition to quiet study spaces, the library houses a collection of more than 85,000 hard-bound volumes, another 23,000 books and periodicals in microform, plus reference materials, serials and documents, maps, charts, art prints, audio recordings, models, films, videotapes, slides, and rare books. Complete library privileges are extended at no extra charge. Part-time students also will find a complete range of supplies and academic books and materials in the College Bookstore, main mall of the Activities Building.

Bus Transportation

The Evergreen campus is served by the Inter-City Transit System (schedules available from ITS, 753-8325) and, during the regular academic year, a college-operated evening bus. The Evergreen bus operates between 6 p.m. and midnight Monday through Friday, making runs to and from the main campus parking lot along a route through Westside Olympia, downtown, and east to the Martin Way-Sleater Kinney Road intersection. Fare on the evening bus is 25 cents one-way. Further information and schedules may be obtained by telephoning Evergreen's Office of Recreation and Campus Activities (866-6210).

Housing

Evergreen has a limited number of apartments for students, staff and faculty. Facilities include studio apartments; 2, 3, and 5-bedroom units in large complexes; as well as 38 two-bedroom duplexes. All units are fully furnished.

Housing also includes small 1 and 2-person studio rooms with access to a community kitchen adjacent to the studios. Prices vary from $71 per month per person to $392 per month for a five bedroom unit; rates depend on the type of unit and length of contract. All utilities (except phone) and parking and FM-TV cables provided at no additional cost.

For additional information, write or call: Housing Office The Evergreen State College "A" Building, Room 220 Olympia, Washington 98505 Phone: 206/866-6132

HUMAN RIGHTS POLICY

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY AND AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM

The Equal Opportunity Policy of the Evergreen State College requires that its faculty, administration, staff, students, and persons who develop programs at the college; and all contractors, individuals and organizations who do business with the college; comply with the letter and spirit of all federal, state, and local equal employment opportunity statutes and regulations.

The college expressly prohibits discrimination against any person on the basis of race, sex, age, religion, national origin, or physical disability (except where physical disability is a bona fide occupational qualification). All decisions on employment and promotion must utilize only valid job-related requirements.

The college requires: that all personnel actions such as compensation, benefits, transfers, layoffs, returns from layoff, college sponsored training, education, tuition assistance, social and recreational programs; and that all student recruiting and admissions, student services (such as financial aid, placement, counseling, housing, student activities, physical recreation), and facilities usage, be administered without discrimination based on race, sex, age, religion, national origin, or physical disability (except where physical disability is a bona fide occupational qualification).

The Evergreen State College is committed to an affirmative action program - a goal-oriented program through which it makes specific additional efforts to recruit, hire, train and promote non-whites and women; and to recruit, admit and educate non-white and women students. The affirmative action program is designed to overcome and prevent the effects of systemic institutional discrimination and benign neutrality in employment and educational practices. The college will take affirmative action to solicit bids on goods and services contracts from non-white and women vendors and contractors.

The college's Affirmative Action Office has responsibility for preparing the college's affirmative action program, including procedures for reporting and monitoring.

Each employee's support and implementation of this policy will be evaluated during employee performance evaluations.

COSTS

The following tables represent a new set of costs for part-time students attending Evergreen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Number of Units</th>
<th>Advance Payment</th>
<th>Quarterly Tuition and Fees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RESIDENT</td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Asian Veteran</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special **</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON RESIDENT</td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special **</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NON RESIDENT</td>
<td>Regular</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Special **</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>$50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auditor****</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Degree-seeking student enrolled on part-time regular basis. ** Non-degree-seeking student. ***Applied to first quarter's tuition and fees. ****Auditor status not applicable to laboratory or studio offerings.

Must have approval of faculty.

CAMPUS MAP

The Equal Opportunity Action Office has responsibility for preparing the college's affirmative action program, including procedures for reporting and monitoring.

Each employee's support and implementation of this policy will be evaluated during employee performance evaluations.